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Donegal Local Development CLG
Lot 33-3
Case Study Title: Are You Connected?
Theme: Goal 2 Project
Introduction: (Background Inforamtion)
This case study outlines a project the Goal 2 team decided to undertake as a direct result of
the Covid-19 pandemic.
The Goal 2 team had concerns before the pandemic about the growing trend of digital means
for supports and training delivery. This method works very well for a lot of people but for a
cohort of people this does not suit. Overnight the pandemic has practically turned things
around and digital is currently the primary source for learning and supports. People have had
to find new ways to communicate, work, partake in training, socialise, do exercise, shop etc.
Because of the severe restrictions in place now and for the foreseeable future the internet has
become more and more important as all the above supports are currently being delivered
digitally necessitating the use of computers, tablets or smart phones. We are concerned that
existing and potential new clients who are not using the internet / have no access to it are
being left behind. In the spirit of social inclusion we felt strongly that we needed to explore
this situation and try to get an understanding of the impact and identify possible solutions to
help address barriers.
Project Description: Need for SICAP Supports
We are all very familiar with the story of the onset of the Covid 19 pandemic. It seems
incredible now that the vast majority of us had not heard of ZOOM prior to April 2020. A lot
of us from a certain age group had never used Facebook and whilst we were familiar with
WhatsApp for phone calls it became a good source for light entertainment during the early
dark days of lockdown.
The Goal 2 team got into the stride of working from home and moving our supports to online
very quickly. We have a Project Worker within the Goal 2 team who has great PR skills and
in particular social media and she played a key role in this area as the pandemic unfolded. We
commenced on the first week of the lockdown to call our existing clients to check in with
them and let them know that we were open for business. We were constantly emailing clients
with links regarding Covid-19 information and also alerting them to supports that they could
avail of all online. As the weeks evolved we starting to put together a lot of useful
documents for clients around applying for the Covid-19 PUP payment a Health & Wellbeing
Pack and the Life Long Learning Team compiled an online Learning Directory. During this
period the DLDC website and Facebook accounts seen a significant increase in followers and
it became very evident that we were providing the correct supports and information to our
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clients groups who were connected. As this all evolved we as a team became concerned that
we were possibly leaving a cohort of our client group behind so we decided to conduct a
survey.
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Survey:
Once we had decided to conduct the survey we brainstormed the best way to go about this.
We were still in the middle of the lockdown so we were limited to the methods we could use.
After discussion we decided against a postal survey for a number of reasons
 Safety :To much handling of mail both going out to the client and the returned
completed survey’s
 Efficiency: Lengthy and complicated. We had discussed the possibility of sending
the survey to 200 clients with a hopeful return of 50%. We were all working from
home so this would have been impractical to organise.
 Costs: €400 - €200 euro initially for the survey questionnaire and a further €200 for
stamped addressed return envelopes
After a lot of deliberation, we decided to conduct the survey by telephone as this seemed the
most efficient method during the lockdown.
We have ten Goal 2 Project Officers and each Project Officer identified around 10-12 clients
who either had no email address or seemed to fit the criteria of non-internet users. We were
aiming for a 100 client response rate. We commenced the survey on the 3rd of June and the
completion date was 12th June 2020. The Project Officers collectively contacted 120 clients
and they completed107 survey’s’.

Survey Questionnaire:
We collectively designed the questionnaire taking into consideration the question we wanted
answered ‘Are You Connected’? Below is a sample of the questions asked?







What type of phone/phone’s do you have?
Do you have broadband
Yes □ No □
Would you like to be able to use the internet?
Yes □ No □
Do have your own computer?
Yes □ No □
Do you have access to a computer?
What is currently preventing you from using the internet?

 What support would enable you to become an internet user?
 What is the main reason you would need/like Internet solutions?
(see appendix for survey questionnaire)
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Outputs & Outcomes:

Age Ranges
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AGE RANGES

The majority of the survey respondents were in the 36 – 65 age range. The highest being age
36 – 45.
Q2: House
Phone
Q2: Basic Mobile

Phone Type

Q2: Smart Phone
13%

26%
61%

The most remarkable information gathered from the survey was the high number of
smartphone users. This would not be significant in general terms but we had selected clients
who did not seem to be IT users and it had an impact on the survey results.
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It is worth remarking that a lot of the clients who answered yes to having a landline phone
also answered yes to having a basic mobile

Computer Access
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The response to these questions is worth exploring:
40 responders had computers but some Project Officers explored this in more depth and
discovered that some clients did not use their computer or had not used it for a long time.
27 Have access to a computer but again this does not necessarily mean that they are using it
(It is worth noting that 61% of the responders that have a smartphone and, particularly the
younger aged responder were only using this equipment for social media, etc.)
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What support would enable you to become an internet user? 45 people answered this question

Supports to accessing Internet
30
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Q6: Support Guidance
Notes Help

Q:6Support Guidance Notes
With Help

Q6:Support Class Room
Based

*24% of the responders indicated that they would like classroom-based support to access the
internet. These responders had also indicated they only had a basic mobile or house phone.

Reasons to Access Internet
Q7: Job Search
Q7: Online Courses
Q7: Self-Emplyinfo
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Q7: Social Media
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Q7: Job Apply
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Most of the responders who answered this question gave more than one reason
The most common reasons were searching for information and banking/shopping. Given the
period for the survey, this is understandable as we were still in a controlled lockdown.
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We, therefore, focused on the sectors where we provide support and, notably, this represented
62% of the responders.
Job searching (Employment Supports). Attend online workshops/courses (Life Long
Learning). Self-employment information (Enterprise Supports) this made up 62%.
Sample of Comments:






Use a smartphone for everything but this can be slow
I tried to do a course on Alsion.com using my smart phone but had problems
Could do some of my work online but would need a better connection
Would prefer to do things in person for the social aspect
Have childcare issues so would rather get a childminder and attend
courses/workshops in person
 Live alone no money left for the internet when all the bills are paid
Overview of results:
When we commenced compiling the data collected from the surveys it became apparent quite
early that smartphones were more in use by our clients than we anticipated. This did have
some impact on the survey but overall we did manage to identify some issues.
 A high level of the responders are depending on their smartphones only for internet
usage
 There seems to still be a preference for classroom-based support
 The clients living in areas within the Gaeltacht seem to have the biggest problem with
connectivity
 The over 55 age group, in particular, seem to have no interest in using the internet
but the same people went on to state that they would like to attend classroom-based
training to enable them to become internet users
It is important to note that the responders identified for the survey were perceived to be
minimal to non IT users so the questionnaire was designed to capture information to discover
what we could do to support these clients. Some of the project officers found it difficult to
get any significant information from responders once they had identified they had a
smartphone. However, it is still significant that the non-users were also the people who had
the basic mobile phones, and notably, this was 39% of the responders.
Follow up Responses to survey to date:
1st Response: 24 responders indicated that they would like to attend classroom based training
to help them become Internet Users. We identified the areas these clients were located (see
map below for locations)
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We looked at the responder’s locations and identified that we could group Cresslough,
Falcarragh and Dunganaghy together (We had 8 responders in these areas) to run the first
workshop. We decided on Dunfanaghy as it was the central town.
The workshop was organised for Thursday the 24th September in the Ozanman Centre in
Dunfanaghy. Aisling Sharkey LLL Project Officer was to deliver the workshop.
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Six clients had confirmed they would attend the workshop. For health and safety reasons we
had to cancel the workshop on the 23rd September as there was an outbreak of the Covid-19
virus in the local community.

2nd Response: We have a concern that people are dependent on their smartphones for internet
usage. This is more than adequate for information general supports etc. Our concern is that
the smart phone is not going to be sufficient for education and training. Blended learning is
here to stay and as more people become unemployed the lack of personal IT equipment will
become an issue. Our Employment Support Project Officers already are having issues with
remote working with clients who only have a smartphone to work on documents, job
applications etc.
We decided to identify community venues and check if they have computer suites that the
public can access. We had then intended exploring the possibility of doing a pilot project
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where we would work with the community venue and provide vouchers for the clients to
have the usage of a computer suite when they had such a need. After contacting a few
community venues we quickly realised that they had either never had a computer suite or had
to close it due to the computers being too old and they did not have the funds to replace them.
We immediately decided that we needed to try and source funding to purchase lap top
computers that we could use in the following way.
 We would like to purchase twenty laptops
 Ten will used to take out to rural community venues throughout Donegal to deliver
tailored workshops/training for clients who want to get connected
 Ten laptops will be used on a library type basis for clients who cannot afford their
own equipment and have a genuine need to use a laptop for training/education
We have now made an application to Comic Relief for the ‘Demand for Digital’ grant strand.
The closing date was the 30th September so we are awaiting the outcome of this application.

The learning from this project is as follows:
What Worked Well?
 We decided to complete the survey via telephone because of the lockdown
restrictions. This was very successful as we had a 90% response rate and as we were
calling from our work mobiles so there was no financial cost (we have free calls). We
are conscious that in this instance we were contacting existing clients that we had a
relationship with so this method might not always work so well
 We did manage to get an answer to the main question of the survey ‘Are You
Connected’? As we discovered that around a third of the responders weren’t using the
internet.
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 The information collected from the survey was very timely and relevant and it
enabled us to make the application for equipment to comic relief
 The survey results has also given us great insight into how we need to be supporting
our clients in this ever evolving digital world and this will be reflected in our 2021
SCIAP Goal 2 Action Plan.
 We were able to identify that 62% of the responders use the internet for the types of
supports we provide

What Did Not Work?
 The survey questionnaire was limiting when a responder identified that they were
using a smart phone as this meant they moved on to the last question. Which asked
what they used the internet for?
 It is proving difficult to move forward with our responses to the findings in the
survey. The cancellation of the workshop we had planned for the 24th September was
the correct thing to do. With the ongoing pandemic restrictions and the now growing
likelihood that it will be a period of time before people will feel comfortable to come
into a community setting we have a concern that will lose momentum with the clients
who had engaged.
 We will have to explore other opportunities to purchase the laptops should our grant
application to comic relief being unsuccessful as they are key to us addressing quite a
lot of the barriers identified in the study
 Poor connectivity in the Gaeltacht region was mentioned by a few responders as a
reason for why they are not connected. This is not an issue we can address
 22% of responders stated that they felt broadband was too expensive for them. Again
this is not something we can address
When the pandemic hit we had to move our supports online. We undertook this survey out of
a real concern that the people of Donegal that we support/ want to support through the Goal 2
SICAP programme were being left behind. The survey has confirmed that whilst a lot more
people than we would have assumed are connected through smart phones there is a
significant number of people still not connected. It is worthwhile stating that some of the
responders are choosing not be connected but others for reasons we have highlighted are not.
We will expand on the survey and liaise with our fellow colleagues throughout the country to
identify possible additional solutions to getting our clients connected. We are in no doubt that
this new digital way of delivery will continue to evolve and we will have a lot of challenges
to overcome to try and make sure our clients are not left behind.
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